FIRE Gases
& RESCUE
& Equipment

Medical Gases
Liquid & High Pressure
Oxygen U.S.P.
Nitrogen N.F.
Carbon Dioxide U.S.P.

Zero Air
Methane
Carbon Monoxide
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061113

Total Support...

our business revolves around you

There is a growing demand in modern industrialized life for fire and rescue services. The
greater prominence of hazards in our world has created an increase in the skills needed in
firefighting technology.
Highly trained personnel, such as First responders, HAZMAT Techs, and HAZMAT specialists,
require gas products to ensure their safety and the immediate response to fire victims.
American Welding & Gas has a comprehensive offering of gas products to the fire and rescue
industry. From medical oxygen to calibration gases we are here to serve those who serve us.
We provide customer-focused solutions that will help you achieve your goals.
Our sales representatives will help you determine the best product, cylinder size, delivery
method and delivery time that controls your cost.
That’s just the beginning, we don’t stop there. Ease of doing business, gas and cylinder
safety training, courteous customer service and delivery, attractive cylinders, it’s all part of the
total support you’ll receive.

Give us a call, you’ll be glad you did.

800.967.6874

awggases.com

Gas Monitoring Safety...

The Importance of Calibrating Gas Monitoring Instruments
It is vital to worker safety that gas monitoring instruments are calibrated regularly. Only properly calibrated
gas monitoring instruments ensure worker safety from unseen atmospheric hazards.
When Do I Use Gas Detection Instruments?
Whenever a worker enters an area with potential atmospheric hazards, gas detectors are to be used. Gas
detection instruments are used to detect the presence
nce of toxic and combustible gases, as well as oxygen
deficiency or oxygen enrichment.
Why Should I Calibrate?
Calibrating a gas detector sets the gas reference
points to activate the alarms. Good gas monitors
with poor calibration can result in severe bodily
damage and even death.
Avoiding “Calibration Shift”
Occasionally an instrument’s gas reference
point will shift. The reading will shift
accordingly and be unreliable. This is called
“calibration drift” and it happens to all detectors
over time. Regular calibration with a certified
standard gas concentration will ensure that the
instrument will produce continued, accurate
readings.
Where Should I Calibrate?
Calibrating gas detectors at locations where
the equipment is to be used is always
preferable. Electrochemical sensor response
will be different (lower or higher) depending on
the actual environmental conditions.
Alarms on Gas Detection Instruments
Most instruments are equipped with two levels
of alarms – warning and danger. The warning
alarm is for the detection of a gas level that is
potentially hazardous. The danger alarm
indicates a gas concentration at the “hazard”
threshold.

I want to know more...
Contact us today about AWG specialty gas services by
e-mailing us at specgas@awggases.com . Please include your
city and state.
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All Cylinders are Available in Both Standard
rmats.

What does your environment need?
There is an eco cylinder for everyone!

Products you need from the people you trust!

800.967.6874

awggases.com

Medical Gas...
you can breathe easy

Patient care, quality products and services are important to you. AWG Medical streamlines your
medical gas operations and lowers overall costs, letting you focus on what is most important to
you - your patients!

Industries served:
Hospitals
Surgery Clinics
Universities
Fire Departments
EMT/Ambulance
Homecare
Dental Clinics

Available gases:
Respiratory Therapy Gases
Oxygen USP
Laboratory Gases
Lung Diffusion Gases
Blood Gas Mixtures
Sterilant Gases
Helium USP
Nitrogen NF
Carbon Dioxide USP
Nitrous Oxide USP
Medical Air
For a complete list of availibility
give us a call at :
800-967-6874

Our Quality is documented and tracked - All products meet or exceed FDA Board of Pharmacy
requirements for producing, packaging and traceability for all gases used in medical applications.
Personal service by industry experts - Our Sales Representatives are available to answer your
questions and support your gas application requirements. Our trained staff is equipped to prepare
high-accuracy pure, mixed and special medical application gases, when you need them.
Broad line of gas package options - Optimize savings by choosing the right gas package for each
medical gas application. AWG can ensure the quality of gas from gas source to end point, by helping
you select the best gas equipment and delivery system for the application.

Get the most from a partnership.
Make AWG your preferred supplier.

Essential Safety Equipment
Our D/E medical carts and stands make it easy to transport your cylinders on
ultra- quiet casters which are perfect for Fire and Rescue. With stands and

Saf-T-Cart

Saf-T-Cart

Saf-T-Cart

Saf-T-Cart

Medical Cylinder
Cart (holds 12)

Medical Cylinder
Cart (holds 24)

Medical Cylinder
Cart (holds 36)

Medical Cylinder
Cart (holds 50)

Part # SAFMDE-12

Part # SAFMDE-24

Part # SAFMDE-36

Part # SAFMDE-50H

- Height: 35”, Width: 21, 47 lbs
- Cylinder Capacity: D/E

- Height: 35”, Width: 34, 60 lbs
- Cylinder Capacity: D/E

Howard Leight

Jackson

- Box of 200
- Without Cord

- Clear I/O Lens
- Includes free neck cord

Ear Plugs
Part # HOWLL1

- Height: 38”, Width: 49, 73 lbs
- Cylinder Capacity: D/E

Nemesis Safety Glasses
Part # JAC25685

- Height: 78”, Width: 27, 246 lbs
- Cylinder Capacity: D/E

Tillman

Premium
TrueFit Gloves
- Cowhide Palm

Part # TIL1475(M, L, XL)

Get the most from a partnership.
Make AWG your preferred supplier.
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www.awggases.com
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